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Between I966 and 1971r the Soviet Union continued its efforts to establish

the geodetic and cartographic basis for the extension of Socialist principles

to industry and'agriculture. Considerable attention was given to large-scale

surveys, the development of detailed-geodetic networks in urban and industrial

areas and the updating of topographical maps.

Geodesy

The astro-geodetic network of the USSR is constructed in accordance with

the outlines and the programme drawn up by the celebrated geodesist

F.N.Krassovsky, with due regard for the present-day needs to study the shape

and dimensions .of. the Earthr and for the practical problems involved in

mapping the national territory. The first order triangulation which is

constructed in the form of polygons, as is the astro-geodetic networkr consti

tutes the basis of this network. The first order triangulation network was

used as a basis for the subsequent 2nd. 3rd and 4th order networks.

The accuracy of the first order triangulation is shown by the following

figures: the root mean square error of an angle measurementt calculated on

the basis of the closing errors of the triangles; is equal to + 0.60" andr

according to the results of the adjustments of the loops forming the polygons,

is equal to ± 0*65"- The base lines are measured to an accuracy of 1/500.000.

The makiraum longitude measurement ■ errors do-not exceed + 0,03"' and the maximum

Laplace azimuth errors do not exceed + 0n5"'

The second order networks are based on the sides of the first order trian

gles and the Laplace azimuths are determined within the vertexes points of

the first order triangulation polygons; they are constructed; as is;normal,

in the form of continuous networks of triangles with sides of approximately

13 km in length. The accuracy of the angle measurements in the second.order

network is less (+ 0=75") than that of the first order triangulation, but the
rigidity of construction of the second order network is greater. The third

and fourth order networks are used as the geodetic control network for topo
graphical surveys.
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The adjustment of vast geodetic networks in the USSR is carried out with the

aid of specially programmed Russian electronic computers (M - 22Or BESM - 6
and others)o

The study of the present movements of the Earth's crust has become one of

the ciirrent concerns of the geophysical sciences; it is. of considerable

importance in solving the scientific and practical problems of geodesy, geology,

geophysics etco The data provided by high-precision re-levelling are used

as a basis f :,r the resolution of such problems,,

Overallj the second order levelling network covers about 400,000 km. The

following accidental and systematic errors give some idea of the accuracy.of

the second order levelling: the accidental root mean square error per kilo-

m&tre for first order levelling is ± 0,25 i™ and the systematic root mean

square error per kilometre is +0.05 mm; for second order 'levelling, the acciden

tal error is + 1:2 mm and the systematic + O.17 mm.

The new programme is being carried out successfully. More than 10,000

km of first order levelling has been completed.

In the USSRF new levelling data have been collected and systematized for

a total of more than 35rOOO kmf including the levelling data, following lines

which extend over 12.600 km and which have been subjected to three levellingso

Between 1969 and 1971, the USSR, in conjunction with other countries,
successfully "carried out the work of establishing the map showing the speed of

current vertical movements of the Earth's crust in Eastern Europe on a scale of

1:10,000,000 principal lines showing differences of 2 mm per year in the "speed
of the movements. This map and the relevant report were presented to the 15th
General Assembly of the IGGU (Moscow, 1971).

At 'present, work is in progress on the publication of a map in Russian and
English showing the speed of current vertical movements of the Earth's crust on
a scale of l:2t 500,000, The study of present vortical movements of the Earth's
crust in the USSR is continuing. Using reliable distance measurements as a
basis, it is possible to study the horizontal movements of the Earth's crust by
means of special geodynamic polygons situated in the Central Asian area, where
seismic activity is appreciable.

_ During the period 1966 to 1970, the USSR constructed a new basic first order
gTa-yqmetric network using pendulum devices and gravimetres.

The pendulum network is made up of 13 connexions between 18 gravimetric
stations located at regular intervals and throughout the whole .country The
network comprises 18 independent closed figures most of which are triangular

. in -shape. Adjustment of this network is carried out by electronic computer.
A weight value adjusted in r6lation to the initial point is accurate to within
+ 0o027 millie-als, ' • ■ - ,milligals

Topography

- Between 1°66 and 1971, the 'data provided by the programme of national
topographical surveys of the national territory on the scale l:25fOOO were used
in establishing and updating smaller-scale maps in accordance with the survey
programme. Using; sophisticated modern techniques (wide-angle and super-wide-
angle cameras, radio altimeters. statoscopest airborne telemeters) and
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improved office working techniques, it was possible to increase output by

between 30 and 40 per cent.

The volume of large-scale surveys (l:10r000 and above) of towns, and
important industrial and agricultural areas is increasing each year. The

methods and technology used in large-scale surveys are constantly being

improved and of particular interest are the studies now being made,, of the

possible use of helicopters for large-scale aerial photographic surveysr

which*will increase the ways in which photogrammetric methods can be apllied

to the work of the research engineer, in the preparation of projects, .the

construction and use of structures, localities/ roads, high tension lines,

electricity stations and also for soil surveys, etc. New symbols which havo been

developed make it possible for the amount of information which can be shown on

a large-scale plan to be increased appreciably and permits use of the most

up-to-date cartographic technology.

In addition to the new surveys which were carried out, we also updated

topographical maps which were beginning to'become obsolete because of major
construction works and'land development.

Cartography

The cartographic activities in the USSR between 1966 and 1971 were oriented
towards establishing and systematically updating maps in the interests of the

national economy, to meet the demand for maps and atlases used in dealing

with national' economic problems and for scientific and cultural advancement.

The number of wide-application maps and atlases increase each year. The
number of tourist maps and diagrams increased by almost three times each year.

As a result, the number of political maps and reference maps and atlases
published has increased. '

Between 1968 and 1971, 156,100,000 copies of maps and atlases of various
sorts were published including:

Million copies

- maps for school use . -|c 3

- atlases for school use . n^ g

- (including those on federal languages) c /

- reference and political maps 30 6 ' '

- reference atlases o

- tourist maps and diagrams . 13 2

The world reference atlases have been systematically re-issued in a number
of formats, as have the'road and rail atlases.

»

Soviet cartographers produced the "Historical Atlas of the Life and
Activities of Lenin", published on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of
the birth of the former Head of State, the structure and contents of which
are very original. Also published in honour of this anniversary were coloured

wall maps entitled "Lenin: life and work", "The works of V.I. Lenin", and
others.
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111 ' the reference ailaaea of Africa aid Latin America were published,
having been designed for the aae of the general public. The atlas of Africar
the prospectus of-which was presented at the Second United Nations Regional
Cartographic Conference for Africa, comprises a series of maps showing the
struggles ior independence of the pfeoplee and the; various States, The atlas
also contains maps of natural conditions and economic maps. Single maps of
Atn.Ct- are also puolished* •

T?e atl?f -°f Latin Amerioa gives comprehensive information on natural .
ition^ history, and the economic and cultural life of Latin America™

In 1970, the "National Atlas of Cuba" was published. It is the major

F—- ■

cultural successes over the last fifty years.

Series thematic and specialized maps and atlases

Sci_entif_ic_

of

f :

photogrammetric and other problems.

methods

short-range ele^lj^ " ^^
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or analog methods, which is of great practical importance in large-scale

surveys. Work is also being done on improving the techniques of developing

"block networks and following the route using electronic computers.

At the same time, studies are being conducted into the technology -for

extensive application - of using scribing methods &r updating maps produced on

all the normal scales (l:10.000 - 1:100,000).

Considerable emphasis has been given in scientific"studies to determining

ways of improving'the construction of photogrammetric instruments. Ways are

being-sought of increasing the use of modern electronic and electro-optical

devices in photogrammetric instruments.

A series of new instruments has been developed for geodetic work and for

aerial phototopography, which appreciably improve both the accuracy and output.

In the field of cartography, scientific research has been conducted into:

- the automation and mechanization of cartographic activities;

- the standardization of the principal types and scales of topographical
and specialized maps;

- development of scientific bases and methods, of establishing and improving

maps intended for educational, touristr popular scrence and reference
purposes.

As regards the improvement of mapping techniques and technology over the
last six years, a number of new methods Have been investigated, and research
and experimental work have been carried out with very encouraging results

for map production. We have developed and used the method of producing trans

parencies of line elements and base maps on plastics. We have achieved mass

production of various USSR developed scribing instruments. Experimental proto

types of the semi-automatic scriber have also been produced.

Theoretical and experimental work is also being conducted into the field
of mathematical mapping, based on the use of electronic computers and on the
connexion between this work and research into the automation of methods of estab
lishing maps.

Research and experimentation is being conducted into the possibility of
mechanizing and automating mapping procedures, namely:

- developing an automated cartographic data retrieval system and estab
lishing a central data bank;

- developing the mathematical bases for transforming the cartographic image
into digital form and for the automatic reproduction of processed
cartographic data in original map form.

The bulk of the work is being conducted in the field of the economics,
organization and planning of topographical, geodetic and cartographic produc
tion. Research is being conducted into the possibility of using automated
systems in management and planning, using as a basis economic and mathematical
methods with the aid of electronic computers.
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In accordance with.the .agreements concludedr the' Soviet Union provides

technical assistance: to the'countries of Africa in their topographical and geo

detic programmer and in the' training of. specialists*- .

In the higher and technical education institutions of the USSRr students

from 12 African "countries learn geodesy,- aerial photpgrammetry and cartography.

The Soviet Academy of Sciences and the national services of the Sudan. Chadr

Somalia and Mali are collaborating in observing artificial Earth satellites

for geodetic purposes with a view to determining the lengbh of'the chord .of

the great arc" linking the Antarctict Africa,. Europe and the Arctics

Soviet specialists are providing technical assistance in the execution of

various topographical and geodetic activities in Egypt. Algeria, the Sudan and

other African countries^ .


